
MacOS and your apps create thousands 
of temporary files and cache they need 
to work, but often forget to delete. Avast 

Cleanup Pro can delete gigabytes of these 
files in one go, to free up space.

Creating clones of photos, videos or other 
files is an inevitable side-effect of everyday 
computer use. . Avast Cleanup Pro finds all 

your duplicate and deletes the ones you 
don’t need.

Helps you take out the trash every day: 
Get regular alerts when there’s clutter to 

clean on your Mac —  and remove it 
with just a click.

Removes secret 
duplicates

Cleans thousands 
of junk files

Avast Cleanup Pro for Mac
Every Mac needs a cleanup. Every day.

Cleaning Alerts, 
the true time savers



Avast Cleanup Pro for Mac
What we clean:

MacOS and 3rd party applications 
automatically create temporary files, which 
aren’t critical but waste lots of drive space.

Junk files
Deletes non-critical cache and temporary browsing 
files from Safari®, Chrome®, and Firefox® browsers 
to free up drive space and protect your privacy.

Applications create logs to record normal 
operation or how they crashed. In most cases 
you won’t need them, so why keep them?

Browser caches

Log files
Trashing files doesn’t delete them. Get rid of 
the forgotten files in your macOS recycle bin.

Deep-scans your disk to find duplicate documents, pictures, songs, videos, folders, and other files. Use file 
size, date, and our preview to decide which clone you need — and which you can get rid of forever.

Trash

Duplicates

Removes downloads you’ve 
forgotten a long time ago.

You can safely delete system files that macOS adds to 
external drives formatted for other operating systems.

Downloads External Drives Junk
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System Requirements: 
For Macs running macOS 10.10 (Yosemite) or later with at least 68 MB of disk space. 
An internet connection is also required for automatic updates to our cleanup.


